Writing at Nettlestone Primary School
At Nettlestone, we recognize that writing is both a vital communication tool and an excellent form of
self expression. We know that mastery of written language can be both liberating and empowering. We
are dedicated to providing a first class, accessible writing experience for all of our pupils.

We aim to:
foster a passion for the written word both as a form of communication and as an outlet for
creativity;
teach our children to write with grammatical accuracy, manipulating a range of vocabulary and
sentence structures for effect, using a clear, legible cursive script;
develop writers who are confident in managing a wide range of text types and in making wellreasoned choices about which one will best suit their purpose and audience;
produce confident writers who take pride in their work - thoughtfully approaching the writing
process –planning, writing and editing their writing to produce a quality outcome with a powerful
impact on the reader;
nurture writers who are unafraid of exploring and developing their own distinctive writer’s ‘voice’;
promote writers’ excitement in continuing to develop and refine their skills and also their thirst to
continue to read widely, as a means of learning from more experienced authors.
We are excited by the knowledge that we can empower all children to be competent writers, and in
some children, we may ignite a life-long passion for writing, or spark a future career path in this area.

I like writing because you
can get inspiration from a
book and use the ideas to
create something of your
own that could even be
published when you’re older.
(Year 5 boy)

I like our writing lessons
because we have read
really good books and
then we do our writing
based on them.
(Year 2 pupil)

Learning to write
at school helps you
write on your own.
(Year R child)

Writing in EYFS
Making marks -are the marks that will gradually develop into writing and drawing, and which allow children to express
themselves and their ideas. Even before they are able to talk fluently, we gain an insight into our children’s thinking
through the marks that they make.
Writing is a Physical Skill
A key area for development in the early years is the physical aspect of mark-making – building the strength and
coordination needed to make those marks to begin with. Core strength is needed before children can even begin to
make the fine motor movements required to manipulate a writing tool.
Fine and Gross Motor Control
That’s why in order to develop the physical skills needed to write, we focus on lots of physical play, including activities
that promote both fine and gross motor development. Children can build this core strength in all sorts of different
ways – climbing, balancing, lifting, carrying buckets of water, hanging from bars, riding bikes and running. Activities
such as threading, weaving and manipulating small items with tweezers will all help build fine motor control and eye-tohand coordination.
A Multi-sensory Approach

Although it is tempting to think about early mark-making as using a pencil, crayon, or paints, there are lots of
different materials that our children use to make marks.
These include mark-making in natural materials such as mud and sand They can also use different tools to make their
marks, including natural materials such as grasses, sticks and feathers.
The key is that they’re exploring the media in a way that is engaging and creative to them.

Writing in EYFS
In order to write, children need something to write about.
A lovely quote from James Britton sums up the vital role of talk and discussion in this part of the
development of writing well, that “Reading and writing float on a sea of talk”. Children need
something to write about; they also need the chance to formulate and structure their thinking, and
to build their language. The very best way for them to do this is through lots of talk. In our EYFS
settings, there are ample opportunities for talking. We teach through Continuous Provision,
whereby children choose their own activity relating to their own interests. We as Practitioners,
interact with them, through their play, using prompting questions and by creating a stimulating and
enabling environment. There are mark making/writing opportunities in all areas of our rooms in PreSchool and Reception Classes, offering a stimulus to the children's play including pre writing
patterns. As a school, we teach cursive writing, therefore we model pre cursive script in our EYFS
areas.
Mark-making outdoors
Outdoors provides the perfect environment for mark making. Our children experiment with lots of
different materials for making marks including paint, outdoor chalks, mud and sand. They write
during role play in lots of different ways including; writing recipes and lists for the mud kitchen,
ordering food for the café, writing music for their performance to their peers and many other
ways that develop writing for a purpose.

“Learning to
write at
school helps
you write on
your own.”
Year R child.

Activities to
promote gross
and fine motor
skills.

Writing in KS1
In KS1 we use a wide variety of texts to drive our writing. The children are exposed to a
range of authors, cultures and genres to enable them to write in a range of styles. Throughout
the year children will produce their own poetry, fiction and non-fiction writing.
Within Years 1 and 2 we use the Talk for Writing approach within some of our units to allow
the children to complete the imitation phase, innovation phase and independent phase. Children
learn stories off by heart using actions and create story maps for their planning, they also
learn to talk about the text through ‘Book Talk’. Lots of modelled and shared writing takes
place to immerse the children into the text and genre we are focusing on. Within our learning
journeys key punctuation, sentence structure and grammar aspects are taught to the children
to provide them with the skills they need to complete their independent writing tasks.
We use our
learning journey
to help us with
our writing. We
do different
types of writing.’
Year 2 pupil

All children receive a daily literacy lesson or activity. Within Year 1 the children will experience whole class
and small group inputs to allow teachers to work on specific areas with individuals and a ‘Big Write’ session once
a week. They also have writing activities placed within the COOL Time learning. In Year 2 children receive a
daily 40 minute literacy lesson where children are given a class or small group input by a teacher or TA before
completing a task. The children complete apprentice writes through their learning journey leading to a ‘Big
Write’ session.
We follow the Hampshire writing scheme and have incorporated the recovery curriculum to help catch up from
the Covid closure.
Within our Home learning grids there is always at least 1 writing activity linked to previous learning to ensure
skills and concepts are reinforced.
For those children who find sentence structure tricky we use the colourful semantics approach to support and
aid them.
Within KS1 classrooms you will see a learning wall that will show the children’s learning journey with visual
examples that help them to continue their learning, this will include story maps, modelled and shared writing,
key vocabulary, examples of the text type and examples of children’s work.
Within the KS1 classrooms there are literacy areas where children can access resources to help them with
their writing e.g. Dictionary, Thesaurus, Word mats, Sound mats, Common Exception word mats.
Effort and achievement in this area is celebrated through KS1 celebration assembly.
I like our writing
lessons because
we have read
really good books
and then we do
our writing based
on them.
Year 2 pupil

Hooks into our writing learning journey in
Year 2
When reading The
Enormous Turnip we arrived
into school to find
vegetables had grown in our
Vegetable garden. This was
the hook for a grammar
lesson on vocabulary to
describe the vegetables.
Examples of some of our writing in
KS1

At the start of our learning journey
using the book ‘Traction Man is Here!”
We arrived into class to find a
present and inside our own Traction
Man. This provided the opportunity
for Book Talk.

‘I like writing
lessons as we
have learnt to do
lots of different
types of writing
linked to our
book.’ Year 2
Pupil

Writing in LKS2
In LKS2
Progressing on from KS1 into LKS2 we continue to use a diverse range of rich texts that when
appropriate fit in with other curriculum areas. All writing is planned using a learning journey where
children understand the final outcome, purpose, audience and the genre that they will be writing in. The
writing learning wall is a vital resource for recording key learning and a resource that the children can
use.
In Year 3 and 4 we continue with modelling the writing process to demonstrate, consolidate and teach
skills such as punctuation, sentence structures, variety of language and the grammar needed. The
children then apply this to their own independent writing. The choices the writer makes is also modelled
enabling children to experience the process of writing.
All children are taught to plan for writing. They use apprentice writes where children can practise
specific skills taught within the learning journey. When writing they are taught how to edit using green
pen for spelling, punctuation and language choices for effect. The use of yellow flaps enable the children
to change or add information. Children are encouraged to independently edit and to identify parts of
their writing that has gone well and to explain why.

Stages of Writing in LSK2

Planning of writing takes different formats. Sometimes it is a
visual cue. Children plan in a box layout that resembles how it
should look on the page especially good for those children that
need support. Once they know the visual layout. They know what
type of writing it could be and can plan without support.
Sometimes descriptive writing can be planned by making a model
of the place and adding the descriptive words, grammar elements
onto it. From this the children write a description or use it to
write a story.

Editing flaps.

Independent editing. Use of word mats,
learning walls and dictionaries.

We use success criteria in writing to show
that children understand and can use the
elements needed to be successful. After
writing children find the success criteria
in their work. They show this with
different colours.
As the year progresses we
revisit the genres working with
increasing independence.

Differentiation and support.
Use of colourful semantics for writing sentences and for planning.

Writing is set as part of the half term’s
home learning, here it is linked to our
creative task learning.

Success Criteria can be differentiated.
Some children are working on a
different year group curriculum. Others
are given top secret challenges such as
adding certain Year 3 /4 words into
their writing or to use particular
grammatical features from previous
learning.

Writing after school club. Children write for enjoyment
and at length. Children plan, write and make their own
story books complete with illustrations.

Writing in UKS2

In Upper Key Stage Two, children’s writing lessons are planned through a learning journey based around a rich text. Exploration of the
text is a powerful way of developing skills relating to composition and effect, text structure and organisation, sentence structure and
also vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. These texts prove powerful models for recognising the features of different text types and
how a text relates to its audience and purpose. Children are taught to read analytically as writers –identifying features that will support
their own written work. Discussion (both as a class and in small groups) is an important element of this and the writing learning wall is a
vital resource for recording key learning from these discussions.
Teachers model the writing process, clearly demonstrating how children can apply skills taught within their own independent writing. The
thought process of a writer is also modelled-developing children’s understanding of how to refine and develop initial ideas.
All children are taught the skills of being able to plan their writing before starting and then how to independently edit using green pen.
Children understand how to edit for secretarial errors (eg spelling and punctuation) and also how to edit their writing for effect (reorganising sections, inserting additional information, or reflecting upon language choices). Children are strongly encouraged to identify
what they believe has gone well in their written work (and why) and what they feel they will need to improve upon in future writing.
A key part of each learning journey is the inclusion of apprentice writes, where children practise specific skills taught within the
learning journey. Learning journeys also feature drop in writes, where children carry out writing relating to the text, which is designed
to draw upon skills taught during previous learning journeys –including practising independently applying features from a range of text
types with which they are familiar.
Independence in writing is fostered through children’s use of the learning wall and access to resources such as dictionaries and
thesauruses.
Children still working towards age related expectations and those with SEN are supported to achieve through the use of additional
resources appropriate to their individual needs. These may include personalised learning prompts, writing frames, spelling dictionary
sheets, differentiated tasks and additional guided writing opportunities.
Handwriting is taught during discrete sessions.
Post teaching ensures that areas of weakness are addressed in a timely fashion.

We are also beginning to use our
home learning platform –Seesaw –to
support our learning in Writing.

Examples of quality texts we have successfully used to
support writing in UKS2:
“The greatest part of a writer’s time is spent in reading, in order to write; a man will turn
over half a library to make one book.”
Samuel Johnson

Individual Task Design

I really enjoy writing
because you just drift
off into another world.
There’s something really
special about creating
your own stories….
(Y5 Girl)

Tasks are carefully designed in order to:
Stimulate children’s interest and imagination;
Provide a clear Audience and Purpose for writing;
Enable children to develop competence in all areas of writing
–in line with the End of Key Stage Two expectations –by
building upon existing skills and extending learning by
practising newly taught skills;
Provide opportunities for children to make their own
informed choices as writers;
Encourage children to develop their own ‘voice’ as a writer.

An Over-view of the Writing Experience in UKS2 in pictures

I feel so proud once I have done my writing because I
have learnt so much.

This shows examples of children using their learning prompts to assist them in
working independently; a child’s evaluation of their writing using green pen; and
our learning walls.

What children in UKS2 say about their experience as writers
Children are extremely positive about their writing experience. Here are just a few of the many comments pupils in Year 5 and
6 were excited to share about their writing:
I really like writing because you can write stories in your own words and really express yourself. Writing our own version of
Ada’s Violin was especially fun! (Y5 Boy)
I like writing because you can challenge yourself. It was great when we did the story in 100 words! (Y5 Girl)
I like writing because you can use your imagination to create wonderful worlds of your own! (Y5 Girl)
Working in a small group really helps because you get lots of input and it’s fun to share your ideas. (Y5 Girl)
I always improve my writing using my green editing pen. If you check through your work and find you have an incorrect
spelling, you can use a dictionary to correct it for yourself. (Y5 Boy)
When I edit, if I don’t know how to spell a word, I get a dictionary and write it above. If I need to write that word again
and can’t remember how to spell it, I go back through my book and find where I have written the word in green pen. This
really helps me. (Y5 Girl)
I like using green editing pens because if you have a good idea after you have finished your work, you can go back and improve
it! (Y5 Girl)
The teachers really help me to focus on what I need to do to get better and the learning wall helps me to get lots of ideas. I
like the pictures and there are lots of ideas for new words to use too. (Y5 Boy)
I use a thesaurus to find new words. (Y5 Girl)
Editing our writing helps us to learn from our mistakes. (Y5 Girl)

How do we identify potential GDS
Writers in Upper Key Stage Two?
GDS writers read widely and are excited to discuss what they have read; in
their own writing they experiment with techniques picked up from their
reading. They enjoy acquiring and experimenting with new vocabulary and
make precise word choices. They are developing their own ‘voice’ as a writer
–often influenced by the style of authors whose books they have read and
enjoyed. Their writing clearly demonstrates their awareness of having a
reader and shows deliberate attention to developing a relationship with the
reader –through asides, humour, questioning, or other steps to draw the
reader into the world he or she is creating on the page. They confidently
manage a range of text types and independently make sensible choices
about which one will best suit the purpose of their writing. The level of
formality within their writing is carefully controlled. Their writing is
technically accurate and shows a burgeoning ability to deliberately
manipulate grammar and punctuation for effect.

Feedback and Response to Marking
What does our feed-back look like?
Feed-back may be written, or may take place verbally on a 1:1, paired, or
small group basis.
Feed-back may take place during or after writing.
Feedback may involve shared discussion of a particular piece of writing–
identifying what has worked well, as well as areas for improvement.
Children reflect on this and respond through changes made to their own
writing, in line with what has been discussed.
Feedback is given to all written work and all children edit and improve
their writing in green, as well as using an ‘editing flap’ where more lengthy
changes are being made.
Feed-back is ALWAYS a POSITIVE experience, where children’s effort
and endeavour are both fully recognized and developing skills are
carefully nurtured.
Thank-you for your comments on my work. They made me
feel really happy. And now I know how I’m going to make
my writing even better next time! (Y6 Boy 2020)

Impact of Remote Learning due to Covid 19
• Through Seesaw, all children have continued to
participate in regular writing activities designed to
enable them to continue progressing in this area.
• They have also been encouraged to apply their writing
skills across the curriculum through a wide range of
engaging tasks.
• Children have been provided with clear models and
success criteria to enable them to achieve
expectations.
• Feedback on work produced has been designed to
meaningfully add to this learning process.
Look at this
writing I did in
response to
learning about
Martin Luther
King in PSHE.

Look at what
our parents
said….

Thank you for the superb
teaching and range of activities
you have provided during this
half-term's home learning, they
have been interesting, rigorous
and challenging...
All of your careful and detailed
instructions, notes and comments
have meant the children still felt
very much ' taught', which is
wonderful.

I am very grateful that you have
helped the children to continue
to make good progress in these
strange times.

